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Abstract: With the rapidly increasing rate of using online services and social
media websites, cybercriminals have caused a great deterioration in the network
security with enormous undesired consequences. Encryption techniques may be
utilized to achieve data robustness and security in digital multimedia communication systems. From this perspective, this paper presents an optical ciphering framework using Double Random Phase Encoding (DRPE) for efﬁcient and secure
transmission of Three-Dimensional Videos (3DVs). Firstly, in the DRPE-based
3DV cybersecurity framework proposed in the paper, an optical emitter converts
each frame of the transmitted 3DV into an optical signal. Then, the DRPE technique encrypts the obtained optical signal using two kinds of phase modulation in
the time and frequency domains. Lastly, a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) digital
camera converts, upon detection, the optical cipher frames to digital format. The
proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is examined and investigated through visual inspection and various security statistical metrics. Experiments and analysis show that the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity
framework is secure and effective to mitigate different multimedia attacks.
Keywords: Multimedia cybersecurity; DRPE; statistical security analysis

1 Introduction
Over the past few years, cybersecurity has become a vital issue in digital multimedia systems as the users
are concerned with the security and protection of information transmission from exploitation attacks or
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unauthorized access. Recently, researchers have discussed three major areas in cybersecurity: application
security, disaster recovery and information network security [1–3].
Application security is the process of protecting software applications from external threats by using
procedural methods. Application security techniques are used to demonstrate security vulnerabilities at
different stages of applications design, maintenance, and deployment to determine what security measures
are appropriate. For example, intrusion detection/prevention can be utilized in resource program
execution, while access control is needed in database or storage security to isolate non-application
components from data elements. Other standard methods, such as logging, user/role authenticationauthorization, parameter manipulation, input parameter veriﬁcation, auditing, session management and
exception management, are utilized in application security as explored in [4,5].
Disaster recovery represents another element of security planning with the potential of protecting an
organization from the effects of signiﬁcantly negative events. Moreover, disaster recovery involves
establishing priorities, risk assessment and recovery strategies. Therefore, all establishments should have
a speciﬁed plan for disaster recovery.
Information network security protects the usability, reliability, integrity, and safety of information in the
network from unauthorized access to avoid identity theft. The network security structure may involve:
(a) Firewall, to prevent unauthorized access, (b) Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), for allowing secure
remote access, (c) Anti-virus and anti-spyware, (d) Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), to mitigate fastspreading attacks, [6,7], (e) Identiﬁcation, (f) User authentication, and (g) Cryptography [8–11].
With the rapid advances in multimedia processing techniques, a new ﬁeld of research known as
multimedia cybersecurity has emerged. Its goals include protection of image, audio, and video via
encryption, watermarking and steganography.
Encryption schemes may be considered effective for data protection, by making the source data secret
such that the data becomes unclear beyond the intentional transmitters and recipients. Data hiding schemes
play a signiﬁcant role in many security application ﬁelds [12–15]. Steganography and watermarking are the
primary building blocks for developing efﬁcient data hiding schemes. Multimedia encryption is a crucial
procedure due to its numerous critical characteristics such as redundancy and high pixel correlation
[16–18]. The traditional data encryption systems such as AES, IDEA, Triple-DES, and other symmetric
encryption systems are not suitable for efﬁcient multimedia encryption [19–21]. Therefore, to meet this
challenge, more advanced encryption techniques have been suggested [22,23].
Encryption of video involves transforming multimedia data to make it unintelligible for anyone except
the legitimate users. Video encryption can be performed either in spatial or transform domains [24]. In the
spatial domain, traditional processing is applied on the video frame pixels. In transform-domain encryption,
the values of pixels are transformed ﬁrst and then operations are applied on the transformed coefﬁcients.
A large number of opto-digital image encryption schemes have been introduced in the literature. These
schemes possess good features such as high processing speed, parallelism, and large encryption ﬂexibility.
These schemes allow full phase-based encryption, full amplitude-based encryption, and polarization
encoding-based encryption [25–28]. Due to phase non-linearities, full phase-based encryption is more
robust compared to full amplitude-based encryption.
The DRPE is the most practical and efﬁcient optical ciphering scheme, which encompass two secret
random phase keys. One is employed in the spatial domain and the other in the Fourier Transform (FT)
domain [29–31]. The DRPE setup consists of two cascaded lenses for applying the optical FT onto the
input object [31–34].
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework. This framework
is examined, tested, and analysed in terms of visual inspection, histogram and entropy analysis, differential
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and encryption quality analysis, encryption speed, PSNR, SSIM, FSIM, and edge detection. The paper is
structured as follows. In Section 2, a brief introduction of the DRPE technique and its parameters is
provided. Section 3 describes the suggested DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity encryption/decryption
framework. Section 4 presents the encryption analysis and the numerical outcomes. The paper conclusion
is given in Section 5.
2 Double Random Phase Encoding (DRPE)
The role of optical image encryption has been studied by several researchers, beginning from the DRPE
system presented by Réfrégier et al. [30]. The DRPE is mainly dependent on the spectral variations of images
or video frames. Tab. 1 illustrates the random phase mask characteristics for encrypting a plain image or
video frame into a noise-like sequence in both time and Fourier planes [31–33]. The architecture of the
DRPE setup is based on two random phase masks: RPM1 and RPM2 in a 4f imaging system as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The 4f setup is composed of two cascaded lenses separated by two focal lengths. The
DRPE procedure is summarized as follows:
Table 1: Optical encryption methods
Optical Encryption
Methods

Enc. Keys Enc. time

DRPE
Holographic Memory
Digital Holography
Optical ID Tags
Polarization

2
1
1
1
1

Complexity

Less than 3 Sec Very Simple
Very High
Complex
High
Normal
High
Complex
Normal
Normal

Dimensions Application Scenario
2D & 3D
3D
3D
2D
2D

Optical/Digital
Optical/Digital
Digital
Optical
Optical

Input plane
Lens

f

Fourier plane

Lens
f

Target image
RP1

f

Output plane
Encrypted image
Spectrum

f

RP2

Figure 1: The block diagram of the DRPE encryption/decryption
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a) The video frames are modulated via the RPM1 in the spatial plane providing the primary modulation
of the video frame spectra.
b) The primary modulated video frames are again modulated via the RPM2 in the Fourier plane
providing another modulation to the video frame spectra.
c) An Optical Fourier Transform (OFT) is employed via a second lens to get the encoded video frame in
the 2-D space.
The decryption operation depends on a complex conjugate Fourier phase key to decipher the video
frames with the same Fourier RPM as in the encryption operation [33,34]. The mathematical formula of
the fully phase-encrypted video frame is given as:
wp ða; bÞ ¼ fexp½ipf ða; bÞfn ða; bÞg  hða; bÞ

(1)

¼ fexp½ipf ða; bÞfn ða; bÞg  FT 1 ffm ðt; gÞg

3 The Proposed Optical DRPE-Based 3DV Security Framework
In this section, the suggested optical DRPE-based 3DV encryption framework is explained in detail. As
shown in Fig. 2, the 3DV data streams are ﬁrstly compressed with the H.264/MVC or the H.265/HEVC
encoder to minimize the video size. Then, the encoded bit streams are encrypted using the proposed
DRPE-based 3DV encryption technique and transmitted through the communication channel. Finally, the
encoded bit streams are decrypted with the proposed DRPE-based 3DV decryption technique.
Consequently, the decrypted bit streams are decoded by the 3D H.264/MVC or H.265/HEVC decoder.
3D H.264/MVC
or H.265/HEVC
Encoder
3D Video
Streams

Proposed DRPE-based
Encryption Technique

Communication
Channel

Proposed DRPE-based
Decryption Technique

3DV Quality
Evaluation and
Measurement

3D H.264/MVC
or H.265/HEVC
Decoder
3D Video
Streams

Figure 2: The proposed 3DV cybersecurity communication system
In the presented encryption system, the diffusion process is performed by applying OFT using the DRPE
technique on the MVC/HEVC frames, in which the two RPMs of the DRPE work as effective encryption keys.
In the proposed 3DV cybersecurity framework, the DRPE is employed as a diffusion step to diffuse the 3DV
frame pixels to complicate the relationship between the cipher 3DV frames and the plain 3DV frames.
The DRPE scheme employs a pair of RPMs. RPM1 affects the plain 3DV frame in the time domain.
Then, RPM2 affects the result in the Fourier plane. Finally, an OFT is applied to reconﬁgure the cipher
3DV frame in the time domain. The DRPE encryption mechanism is mathematically expressed as [31]:
Fða; bÞ ¼ FT 1 fFT ½Iða; bÞ expði2phða; bÞÞ expði2pxðu; vÞÞg

(2)

where Iða; bÞ and Fða; bÞ are the plain and cipher 3DV frames, respectively. The hða; bÞ and xðu; vÞ denote
key pair functions in the frequency/spatial domains.
The DRPE decryption process can be written as in [31], where expði2phða; bÞÞ and expði2pxðu; vÞÞ
are the keys transferred along with the ciphered 3DV frame:
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Iða; bÞ ¼ fFT 1 ½FT ðFða; bÞÞ expði2pxðu; vÞÞg expði2phða; bÞÞ

(3)

In the encryption process, the encoded 3DV frames are divided into separate frames. Then, an optical
emitter (optical source) converts 3DV frames from electrical signals to optical signals to be encrypted by
applying the DRPE technique. Finally, the 3DV frame is transformed back to digital format to allow
processing through a computer. The encryption process of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity
framework is shown in Fig. 3. It is listed as follows:
3DV Encoded
Bit-streams

Ciphered 3DV
Bit-streams

Divide the encoded 3DV
into Frames

Collection of the encrypted
3DV Frames

Plain 3DV
Frame

Cipher 3DV
Frame

Multiplication by
the first RPM key

Apply Fourier
Transform Process

Apply the inverse Fourier
Transform Process

Multiplication by
the second RPM key

Figure 3: The proposed DRPE-based 3DV encryption mechanism
a) Reading the encoded 3DV bit streams.
b) Dividing the input compressed 3DV bit streams into separate plain 3DV frames.
c) Multiplying each of the plain 3DV frames by RPM1, and then applying the Fourier Transform (FT)
process to get the primary ciphered 3DV frame.
d) Multiplying each of the resulting primary encrypted 3DV frames by RPM2, and then applying the
inverse FT to get the ﬁnal ciphered 3DV frame.
e) Collecting all ciphered 3DV frames to produce the encrypted 3DV bit streams.
f) Sending the ciphered 3DV bit streams to the receiver through a communication channel.
In the decryption process, the conjugates of RPMs are utilized to the decrypt optical signal to decipher
the MVC/HEVC frames. Firstly, an optical detector converts the optical signal to the electrical signal. Then,
the plain 3DV frames are collected to get the video bit-streams. Finally, the receiver module starts by
receiving the ciphered 3DV bit-streams. The decryption process of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV
cybersecurity framework is shown in Fig. 4 which is listed as follows:
Ciphered 3DV
Bit-streams

3DV Encoded
Bit-streams

Divide the ciphered 3DV
into Frames

Collection of the plain
3DV Frames

Plain 3DV
Frame

Cipher 3DV
Frame

Multiplication by
the conjugate of the
RPMs key

Apply Fourier
Transform Process

Optical detector to
change the Optical signal
to electrical signal

|

|

Apply the inverse
Fourier
Transform Process

Figure 4: The proposed DRPE-based 3DV decryption mechanism
a) Receiving the ciphered 3DV bit streams.
b) Dividing the input encrypted 3DV bit streams into separate ciphered 3DV frames.
c) Multiplying each of the ciphered 3DV frames by the conjugate of RPM1, and then applying the FT
process.
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d) Multiplying each of the resulting 3DV frames by the conjugate of RPM2, and then applying the
inverse FT to get the optical plain 3DV frames.
e) Employing the optical detector to change the optical 3DV frames to the electrical 3DV frames.
f) Collecting all electrical plain 3DV frames to recover the encoded 3DV bit streams.
4 Performance Analysis and Results
In this section, the proposed technique is tested through visual inspection and security statistical metrics
such as entropy, PSNR, SSIM, FSIM, histogram, ciphering quality, differential analysis metrics, edge
strength, and computational processing time [23–25].
The performance of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is examined and
evaluated with various tests for standard 3DV sequences (Balloons, Objects, PoznanStreet, and Shark).
The tested 3DV streams have various temporal and spatial characteristics. The PoznanStreet stream is a
slow-moving video. The Objects and Balloons are intermediary-moving videos, and the Shark is a fastmoving video. For all 3DV sequences, the encoded data bit streams are acquired through applying the
reference H.264/MVC and H.265/HEVC codecs at the encoder side. These reference 3DV codecs are
utilized in the simulation work for the 3D video compression process. The employed compression
conditions in the simulation tests are based on the Joint Video Team (JVT) standards.
Four different experiments have been carried out and analyzed on Balloons, Objects, PoznanStreet, and
Shark frames shown in Fig. 5. The ﬁrst experiment depends on frame # 50 from the Balloons sequence as a
test plain 3DV frame. The second experiment depends on frame # 100 from the Objects sequence. The third
experiment is carried out on frame # 150 from the PoznanStreet sequence. The fourth experiment is
implemented on frame # 200 from the Shark sequence. Simulation experiments have been conducted
using an Intel® Core™i7-4500U CPU @1.80GHz and 2.40 GHz with 8 GB RAM, utilizing Windows 10
64-bit operating system, and MATLAB 2017b.
4.1 Visual Results
Visual assessment is one of the ﬁrst, straightforward, and most astonishing tools in assessing the
encryption quality and ciphering/deciphering efﬁciency. A ciphering algorithm is claimed to succeed in
its operation if the distinguishing features of cipher video frames disappear. The results of the ciphered
3DV frames and their decrypted 3DV frames are shown in Fig. 6 for the tested 3DV sequences. From
these results, all details of the ciphered 3DV frames disappear with the proposed technique. In addition, it
is noticed that the decryption efﬁciency of the proposed technique is appreciated. Therefore, the proposed
DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is appropriate for encrypting and hiding the main features of
the 3DV frames. Also, it succeeds in decrypting the frames and recovering them from the original 3DV
frames due to the advantages of the implemented optical DRPE technique.
4.2 Histograms Analysis
Histogram analysis of the video frames reﬂects the occurrence rate of each gray level in the frames. The
histograms of the tested plain 3DV frames, their corresponding ciphered 3DV frames, and decrypted 3DV
frames are presented in Fig. 7. It is noticed from the presented results that the ciphered 3DV frame
histograms are uncorrelated with their corresponding decrypted 3DV frame histograms due to the
diffusion induced by the DRPE. These results conﬁrmed the validity of the proposed DRPE technique.
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(a)

(b)
(i)

(a)

(b)
(ii)

Figure 5: Original plain 3DV frames of the tested 3D-MVC and 3D-HEVC sequences (a) Original Balloons
frame 50 (b) Original Objects frame 100 (a) Original PoznanStreet frame 150 (b) Original Shark frame 200
(i) 3D-MVC sequences (ii) 3D-HEVC sequences
4.3 PSNR, SSIM and FSIM
In order to evaluate the quality of the enciphered 3DV frames, the PSNR, SSIM and FSIM values are
estimated between the original plain 3DV frames and the encrypted 3DV frames. The performance of the
encryption procedure is investigated with the PSNR value, since a lower PSNR value for enciphered 3DV
frames indicates a better encryption performance of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity
framework. The PSNR is calculated as follows [26]:
PSNR ¼ 10 log W 1 H1
P P

ð255Þ2
½v1 ði; jÞ  v2 ði; jÞ

(4)
2

i¼0 j¼0

where v1 ði; jÞand v2 ði; jÞ are pixel gray levels at the jth column and ith row of the W×H plain and encrypted
3DV frames, respectively. The computed results of PSNR for the four tested 3DV sequences are shown in
Tab. 2 for the presented DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework. For all of the tested cases, the PSNR
values are low, which veriﬁes and proves the efﬁciency of the presented encryption technique.
The SSIM is also estimated for investigating the encryption efﬁciency of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV
cybersecurity framework. It is utilized for investigating the similarity between two 3DV frames. It is
expressed as follows [26]:
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)
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(d)

(c)

(d)

(i)

(ii)

Figure 6: Encrypted and decrypted 3DV frames of the tested 3D-MVC and 3D-HEVC sequences
(a) Encrypted Balloons frame 50 (b) Decrypted Balloons frame 100 (c) Encrypted Objects frame 100
(d) Decrypted Objects frame 100 (i) 3D-MVC sequences (a) Encrypted PoznanStreet frame 150
(b) Decrypted PoznanStreet frame 150 (c) Encrypted Shark frame 200 (d) Decrypted Shark frame 200
(ii) 3D-HEVC sequences
SSIM ðx; y j wÞ ¼

 y þ C1 Þ ð2rwx wy þ C2 Þ
ð2
wx w
 2y þ C1 Þ ðr2wx þ r2wy þ C2 Þ
þw

ð
w2x

(5)

 y is the mean of the region wy ; C1 and C2 are constant parameters;
 x is the mean of the region wx , w
where w
rwx wy is the covariance among the two regions, r2wx is the variance of wx and r2wy is the variance of wy . For
better encryption quality, it is recommended to have lower values of SSIM of the encrypted 3DV frames.
Tab. 2 presents the calculated SSIM outcomes for the four 3DV sequences. They are acceptable SSIM
scores for the encrypted 3DV frames. These results conﬁrm the efﬁciency of the proposed DRPE-based
3DV cybersecurity framework with different 3DV sequences, which have different spatio-temporal
characteristics.
The FSIM is also utilized for investigating the encryption efﬁciency of the presented DRPE-based 3DV
cybersecurity framework. It reﬂects the local similarity between the plain 3DV frame and the ciphered 3DV
frame as follows [26]:
P
S ðxÞ:PCm ðxÞ
P L
(6)
FSIM ¼ x2
x2 PCm ðxÞ
where SL ðxÞ represents the similarity between the two 3DV frames,  and PCm ðxÞ are the 3DV frame spatial
domain and the phase congruency value. For effective encryption quality, a lower FSIM value is required for
the encrypted 3DV frame. Tab. 2 shows the calculated FSIM results for the four 3DV sequences, which are
low. These ﬁndings conﬁrm the efﬁciency of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework with
different 3DV sequences, which have different spatio-temporal characteristics.
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Figure 7: Histogram results of the original, encrypted, and decrypted 3DV frames of 3D-MVC and
3D-HEVC sequences
4.4 Entropy
The entropy is utilized to assess the unpredictability of secret data of a ciphered MVC/HEVC frame cf
as follows [33]:
Eðcf Þ ¼ 

N
2X
1

i¼1

Pðcfi Þlog2 Pðcfi Þ

(7)
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where Pðcfi Þ represents the probability of cfi in the encrypted frame cf . N is the bits number of representing
the cfi and log2 is employed to estimate the entropy value in terms of bits. The enciphered frame pixel values
should cover the range from 0 to 255. The best expected entropy value is 8. In Tab. 2, the estimated entropy
values are listed for each of the tested 3DV frames for the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity
framework. All entropy values of the enciphered frames are close to 8, which ensures the efﬁciency of
the proposed framework. This implies that the information leak within the encryption may be neglected.
Therefore, the presented 3DV encryption framework is robust against entropy attack.
Table 2: Quality metric results including PSNR, SSIM, FSIM, entropy, correlation coefﬁcient, deviations,
NPCR, UACI, and processing time values for the enciphered Balloons, Objects, PoznanStreet, and Shark
MVC/HEVC sequence frames using the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework
Tested 3DV sequence

Balloons

Objects

PoznanStreet

Shark

PSNR
SSIM
FSIM
Entropy
rxy
DH
DI
NPCR
UACI
Processing time

9.8048
0.04570
0.5337
7.6659
–0.0028
0.2433
0.2286
99.5054
26.3411
0.3498

9.8224
0.0463
0.5042
7.5782
–8.894×10-4
0.2469
0.2897
99.4943
26.2723
0.3591

11.1510
0.05796
0.5767
7.6820
0.0022
0.2473
0.3612
99.5044
22.1344
0.3123

11.3756
0.0798
0.5517
7.7097
0.0034
0.2360
0.2279
99.5476
21.5831
0.3523

4.5 Encryption Quality
The encryption quality of the presented DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is examined with
correlation coefﬁcient between original and enciphered frames, and histogram deviation between 3DV
frames and their corresponding encrypted frames, and the irregular deviation of encrypted 3DV frames
from ideally encrypted ones.
The correlation coefﬁcient rcp is computed between the 3DV frame and its corresponding encrypted
frame. It can be computed by Eq. (8) [34]:
covðc; pÞ
rcp ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
DðcÞ DðpÞ

(8)

where c and p are the 3DV plain frame and the corresponding 3DV enciphered frame, respectively.
L
L
L
1X
1X
1X
ðcðiÞ  EðcÞÞðpðiÞ  EðpÞÞ; DðcÞ ¼
ðcðiÞ  EðcÞÞ2 ; DðpÞ ¼
ðpðiÞ  EðpÞÞ2 ;
covðc; pÞ ¼
L i¼l
L i¼l
L i¼l
and L is the pixel count in the 3DV frame.
The histogram deviation shows the quality of the proposed encryption technique through calculating the
deviation between the original and encrypted 3DV frames using [26] as:
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dðiÞ

i¼0

WxH

;

(9)

where d(i) represents the absolute difference between the histograms of the original and encrypted 3DV
frames at intensity level i. The 3DV frame dimensions of both plain and encrypted frames are W×H.
The quality of the proposed encryption framework is veriﬁed through calculating the irregular deviation
value DI as follows [26]:

255

P
 hd ðiÞ


i¼0
;
(10)
DI ¼
WxH
hd ðiÞ ¼ jhðiÞ  M j;

(11)

where h(i) and M are the enciphered 3DV frame histogram at intensity level i and the pre-assumed uniform
histogram average for an ideally enciphered 3DV frame.
The correlation coefﬁcient and the histogram deviation values between the original and encrypted 3DV
frames, and also the irregular deviations of the plain 3DV frames for the tested 3DV sequences are presented
in Tab. 2 for the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework. The correlation coefﬁcient values of
the proposed encryption technique are close to zero, which means that there is a low correlation between the
original and the encrypted 3DV frames. Furthermore, the obtained histogram deviation values are low and
the resulting irregular deviation values are also low. Consequently, the plain 3DV frames and the ciphered
3DV frames are uncorrelated. All these ﬁndings ensure the great ciphering characteristics of the presented
encryption technique.
4.6 Differential Analysis
The differential analysis includes variation of pixels or bits of the plain video frame. Consequently, one
could ﬁnd the changes between the original and the fake plain video frame. The performance of the presented
3DV ciphering framework with respect to such attack is examined through evaluating the Uniﬁed Averaged
Changed Intensity (UACI) and the Number of Pixel Change Rate (NPCR) scores. In differential tests, the
UACI and NPCR estimations are obtained for investigating the encryption system sensitivity to small
changes in the plain 3DV frames. Assume two components CF1 and CF2 from two plain 3DV frames S1
and S2, respectively. The plain 3DV frames have 2-D matrices of size H×W with an assumption that if
there is a pixel modiﬁcation (i, j), then D(i, j) = 1. In this case, the UACI and NPCR are estimated for the
enciphered 3DV frames CF1 and CF2 at position (i, j) as in [26,28]:
"
#
W X
H
X
1
CF1ði; jÞ  CF2ði; jÞ
 100%;
(12)
UACI ¼
W  H i¼1 j¼1
255
W P
H
P

NPCR ¼

Dði; jÞ

i¼1 j¼1

W H

 100%;

(13)

where W , and H are the enciphered MVC or HEVC frame width and height. In Tab. 2, the values of NPCR
and UACI for the presented encryption framework are given for the tested 3DV frames. The obtained results
show that the NPCR values are high and the UACI values are low, which means that the proposed encryption
framework is secure and robust against differential attacks.
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4.7 Encryption Time
The complexity of the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is determined by
estimating the computational processing time of the encryption process. In Tab. 2, the average encryption
time in seconds per frame for the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is illustrated. It is
noticed that the proposed framework has low processing time for all tested 3DV sequences. So, it can be
employed for real-time 3DV applications.
4.8 Edge Intensity
The proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework must mask the edge information in the 3DV
encrypted frames and maintain this information after decryption in the presence of attacks. The visual
distortion of the encrypted 3DV frames using the proposed encryption technique can be measured with
the distortion presented in frame edges. The edge distortion may be estimated in terms of the edge
differential ratio (EDR) that may be computed as [31]:
N 

P
 PFði; jÞ  CFði; jÞ 

EDR ¼

i;j¼1

(14)

N 

P
 PFði; jÞ þ CFði; jÞ 
i;j¼1

where PFði; jÞ, and CFði; jÞare the detected maps of the plain and encrypted 3DV frames. PFði; jÞ and
CFði; jÞ are the means of both maps, respectively. Fig. 8 illustrates the Laplacian of Gaussian edge
detection for the plain, encrypted, and decrypted 3DV frames. Tab. 3 demonstrates that the EDR between
the plain and corresponding encrypted 3DV frames is close to 1, which in turn conﬁrms and veriﬁes that
the plain and enciphered 3DV frames are completely uncorrelated.
Table 3: The EDR for the encrypted 3DV frames of the tested 3DV sequences using the proposed DRPEbased 3DV encryption technique
Tested 3DV sequence

Balloons

Objects

PoznanStreet

Shark

EDR

0.9219

0.8901

0.8829

0.8850
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Edge detection results

Shark

Poznan Street

Objects

Balloons

Tested 3DV
sequence
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Figure 8: Laplacian of Gaussian edge detection of the plain, encrypted, and decrypted frames of the tested
3DV sequences
5 Conclusion
The paper presented a DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework that coverts a plain 3DV frame to an
optical signal. Then, the optical signal is enciphered using the DRPE technique. Numerous tests using
MATLAB have been executed on four distinctive 3DV sequences. The results of these tests and the
security analysis prove that the proposed DRPE-based 3DV cybersecurity framework is secure and
effective, with good immunity to different types of attacks. It is highly recommended for multimedia
communication with security precautions.
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